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“Ever since I was in Mexico, I have always aspired to be a mechanic. Here in

the states, well, I get to do a little bit of it but I am more of a handy man” said

Oscar Quintana (40). “But what I really focus on is pushing my kids to get an

education. I make sure they work hard. My son Oscar Alejandro (19) knows

how to put shingles on roofs, he worked at a taqueria, makes chicken at

Church’s Chicken, and plays soccer really well” said Oscar with great

enthusiasm. Brenda Quintana (38), said, “when I got the call from Xylina, I

jumped with joy and immediately called my husband and can honestly say I

heard him jump with great joy! Then I called my son, and we were all happy

and joyful for this opportunity.” Brenda added that she would like to find a

job because they have a large family but decided to be a homemaker and

help her husband with odd jobs so they can raise the family together. Both,

Oscar and Brenda, expressed their large family is a blessing and this home

will only make them better. Together they parent 8 boys and 2 girls. Boys:

Oscar Alejandro Quintana (19), Rodrigo Quintana (16), Sebastian Quintana (15),

Angel Quintana (14), Roberto Quintana (11), Diego Quintana (6), Leonardo

Quintana (4) and Liam Quintana (1). Girls: Regina Quintana (10) and Miranda

Quintana (5).  For the past three years the family has lived in Peñitas trying to

give their family the best opportunities possible.

Volunteers provide the critical resources to make these
homes possible. From foundation to paint, there are a

myriad of construction related tasks that need to happen
for a family to receive a home.

Quintana Family



Óscar Quintana 08/31/81 

Brenda Quintana 10/11/83 

Óscar Quintana 06/12/02

Rodrigo Quintana 08/21/05

Sebastian Quintana 11/22/06

Ángel Quintana 11/23/07

Roberto Quintana 07/27/10

Regina Quintana 10/22/11

Diego Quintana 05/05/15

Miranda Quintana 05/15/16

Leonardo Quintana 04/08/17

Liam Quintana 08/22/20

Be a part of the holistic and empowering activities
happening on the ground in South Texas to strengthen

families and share God's love.
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